From Facebook...

Mark Pocan Thanks to Mayor Paul Soglin for raising this issue with the redistricting maps. There are literally islands in my current district in the Town of Madison that will now be carved out of their surrounding area and put into a rural/suburban Dane County district. Islands from the Isthmus of Madison will be put together with McFarland, the Town of Dunn and surrounding areas. What sense does that make?

GOP redistricting plan would create political 'islands' in Madison and Dane County

5 people like this.

Kate Morand It makes sense to the GOP so they can have complete control of the state. I dislike this and wish it mattered what the populace thinks. Talk about TAXATION (and other matters) WITHOUT REPRESENTATION!!

2 hours ago · Like Unlike · 1 person Sharron A Saint John likes this.

Ruth Simpson I noticed this on the map and had no idea what it means. With the statutory definition of the district using census blocks, it impossible for the average person to know what what district they reside in. This whole process stinks.

2 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 2 people Beth McConnell and Sharron A Saint John like this.
Richard Linton Here I thought the GOP was all for local control....foolish me....they want to control the locals!

about an hour ago Â· LikeUnlike Â· 2 people William Backes and Brad Carman like this.

Nancy Julien â€Ž they are all "local" in a 'crazy' sense -

about an hour ago Â· LikeUnlike

Ginger Williamson I am currently in your district... Town of Madison by Maple Bluff. We already are treated like the stepchild of the city. We don't want to lose you!

about an hour ago Â· LikeUnlike

Jonathan Ewald I was under the impression that districts had to be contiguous. I guess not, eh? I mean, if it were so, it'd make perfect sense... so of course I'm not surprised the Republitards are against it.

about an hour ago Â· LikeUnlike

Katherine Sydor That looks like Swiss cheese. I know we are the Dairy state, but sheesh!

about an hour ago Â· LikeUnlike

Andrew Schauer Mark, I agree the maps are screwed up. What, other than yelling at the wind, can we do about it? Is there a court challenge to be made? What is the next step?
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